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Introduction

Overview

While understanding of the functioning of visual short-term memory (vSTM) has progressed

since the initial description of the system by Phillips (1974), there still remains much debate sur-

rounding the underlying nature of capacity limitations in vSTM. One prominent account suggests

that a memory resource is allocated evenly to all items within a visual scene, with no upper-limit

on the number of item representations that can be held in memory (see, Bays et al., 2008; Bays

& Husain, 2009; Ma et al., 2014). Rather, on this resource model, the precision at which each

representation is held at is a declining function of the total number of items within the visual

scene.

The present study

The experiments presented here are the first in a series which aims to determine how this vSTM

resource is allocated to visual information. Over four experiments we investigated the effect

of dimension switching on vSTM performance by embedding a change detection task within a

task switching paradigm. In isolation, change detection tasks have furthered understanding of

the capacity of vSTM, while task switching research has facilitated a deeper understanding of

the underlying processes involved in cognitive control. The addition of task switching to change

detection introduces an element of attentional control in order to correctly perform the task.

Method

Participants

45 participants consented to take part in Experiment 1a, 44 in Experiment 1b, 44 in Experiment

2a, and 45 in Experiment 2b. Participants were recruited via the use of Prolific (prolific.co),

with all participants aged between 18 and 60 years (inclusive), and self-reporting normal or

corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal colour vision. Note that unique participants were

recruited for each experiment (i.e., participants were prevented from taking part in more than

one experiment). Participants were paid a small fee for participation. Ethical approval for this

study was obtained from Keele University's Psychology Ethics Committee.

Task

Change detection tasks wherein participants made change/no change judgements to bivalent

stimuli (Experiment 1) and univalent stimuli (Experiment 2). On each trial, participants were cued

to the relevant feature dimension. Responses were provided by pressing the "M" key to indicate

change and the "Z" key to indicate no change. Accuracy and response time (RT; ms) was recorded

on each trial. All experiments were created and run using Gorilla Experiment Builder (gorilla.sc;

Anwyl-Irvine et al., 2019).

Figure 1:Figure showing trial procedures for all experiments. A: Experiment 1a, B: Experiment 1b, C: Experiment

2a, and D: Experiment 2b. Cues were presented for 500ms, followed by a cue-stimulus interval of 500ms. Memory

displays were presented for 200ms, followed by a 1500ms retention interval, and finally a 200ms probe display.

Cues and changes

If orientation was relevant on a trial, the word "ori" was presented.

If colour was relevant on a trial, the word "col" was presented.

In Experiments 1a and 2a, a change only occurred in the relevant feature dimension.

In Experiments 1b and 2b, an additional constant change occurred in the irrelevant feature

dimension.

Stimuli

Set size was held constant at four throughout all experiments. In Experiment 1, stimuli

consisted of four circular shapes with a rectangular portion removed (see Figure 1A and B),

while in Experiment 2, stimuli consisted of two white circular shapes with a rectangular portion

removed and two coloured circles (see Figure 1C and D).

Colours and constraints

The RGB (red, green, blue) coordinates for the colours used in this experiment were black

(0, 11, 16), blue (65, 105, 225), cyan (20, 253, 255), green (0, 250, 3), purple (255, 41,

255), red (255, 34, 31), and yellow (253, 254, 21).

In Experiment 2, participants were informed and reminded throughout that white was not

defined as a colour.

Stimuli in Experiment 2 were constrained to always appear diagonally opposite a stimulus

displaying the same feature dimension.

Blocks

Stimuli were presented in two distinct blocks: In pure blocks, the same dimension was cued on

each trial (e.g., participants detected changes in colour trials only), while in mixed blocks the

dimension relevant on a given trial was chosen at random. Thus, on some trials, the relevant

dimension repeated (e.g., colour–colour), while on others, the relevant dimension switched (e.g.,

colour–orientation). Participants performed two blocks of pure repetition trials (orientation and

colour), followed by two blocks of mixed trials. This block cycle was repeated three times.

Trials

A total of 450 trials were used in the main sections of each experiment, with 75 pure

orientation, 75 pure colour, and 300 mixed trials. An additional 40 trials were used in the

practice blocks of each experiment, with 10 pure orientation, 10 pure colour, and 20 mixed

trials.

Analysis

Repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted to examine the effect of the independent

variable sequencing condition (pure repetition, mixed repetition, mixed switch) on the

dependent variables accuracy and RT, as well as two measures from detection theory, namely

the sensitivity measure d’ (”dee-prime”; see Eq. 1) and the response bias measure criterion (C;

see Eq. 2).

Significant ANOVAs were followed up with post-hoc paired-samples t-tests on pure repetition

vs. mixed repetition (the mixing cost) and mixed repetition vs. mixed switch (the switch cost).

The alpha level for all null-hypothesis significance tests was set at .05. All statistical analyses

were conducted using R (Experiments 1a and 1b: v3.6.1; Experiments 2a and 2b: v4.0.2). Raw

data and analysis scripts are available on the Open Science Framework.

Sensitivity and response bias measures

The sensitivitymeasure d' is defined in terms of the inverse of the normal distribution function,

z (see, Macmillan & Creelman, 1991), with h representing hits and f false alarms:

d' = z(h) − z(f) (1)

with the response bias measure criterion defined as follows:

c = −1
2
[z(h) + z(f)] (2)

Results

Table 1:Table showing p-values for each repeated-measures ANOVA in Experiments 1a-2b.

Expt. 1a Expt. 1b Expt. 2a Expt. 2b

Accuracy p .430 < .001 .005 .029

Response time p .040 .001 .357 < .001

Sensitivity p .860 .001 .65 .289

Response bias p .827 < .001 .128 < .001

Accuracy

Post-hoc paired-samples t-tests on pure repetition vs. mixed repetition revealed a significant

mixing cost for accuracy in Experiment 2a only [t(43) = 2.082, p = .043]. Further t-tests on

mixed repetition vs. mixed switch revealed significant switch costs for accuracy in Experiments

1b [t(43) = 3.738, p = < .001] and 2b [t(44) = 2.247, p = .029].

Figure 2:Figure showing accuracy (proportion) for each sequencing condition in each experiment. * = p < .05; ***

= p < .001.

Discussion

These results demonstrate that switching attention between detecting changes in different fea-

ture dimensions significantly disrupts vSTM performance, but only when an additional constant

change in the irrelevant feature dimension occurs. While further research is needed, it is possi-

ble that this disruption occurs due to a misallocation of resources when there is a requirement

to switch between feature dimensions. In addition, it appears that while stimulus valency may

mediate the impact of dimension switching on vSTM performance, it does not entirely prevent

it.

Experiment 3 in this series aims to both confirm and extend these findings by closely replicating

Experiments 1b and 2b (Experiments 3a and 3b), while alsomanipulating set size/feature number

(Experiment 3c), and the perceptual nature of the stimuli (Experiment 3d; Experiment 3 pre-

registration available on the Open Science Framework).
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